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STUDY METHODOLOGY
This white paper was commissioned by Visa Worldwide Pte. Limited and conducted by Kaiser Associates, Inc. The results of the survey
are based on 40 direct, in-depth interviews with key payment and collection managers at buyer and supplier organisations in Australia
and Singapore. Their job functions include travel management, procurement, accounts payable, and accounts receivable/finance, and
they are from the building, finance/banking, aerospace/defence, energy, professional services, real estate, biotechnology, manufacturing,
information technology, telecommunications and travel industries.

VALU E OF E NHAN C ED DATA
FO R CORPORATE C U STOM ERS
RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
Buyer end-corporates view Enhanced Data as a
critical operating tool – with 90% reporting that
it was either “important” or “very important” for
them to receive Enhanced Data
Enhanced Data contributes to significant
operational gains at Buyer end-corporates in six
primary ways:
} Spend reporting
} Payment reconciliation
} Spend analysis
} Budgeting
} Purchasing compliance
} Inventory control
Resource efficiencies achieved from these benefits
facilitate an average of nearly $250,000 in annual
savings
Enhanced Data is also seen to increase process
effectiveness – in some cases with multi-million
dollar benefits
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This white paper thus seeks to answer the question:
What is the value of Enhanced Data and how can it impact
my organisation?

Knowledge is power, as the popular adage goes. Companies
who use Visa Travel & Entertainment (T&E), Procurement,

Insights were gathered from 40 direct, in-depth interviews

and Virtual Cards for their business-to-business (B2B)

with key payment and collection managers in Australia

transactions gain the potential to access a wealth of

and Singapore. Buyers were asked questions about the

data that can provide valuable new insights into their

importance they placed on Enhanced Data in addition to

organisations’ spend and other behaviour patterns. This

queries on how Enhanced Data had affected operational

data is divided into three categories based on level of depth.

efficiency and effectiveness within their organisation.

• Level 1 data is the information found on a typical card

Traditional wisdom dictates that better information

statement, namely: merchant name, city, date and

engenders better decision-making, and this held true for

amount of transaction.

Buyers with access to Enhanced Data. Gaining access to
a new wealth of information allowed companies to more

• Level 2 and Level 3 data are collectively known as

accurately analyse different vendor and sourcing scenarios

Enhanced Data. Companies with supported Visa

before arriving at a decision on the best course of action. In

Commercial card programmes can obtain detailed,

addition, by greatly improving the ease of procurement-led

receipt-level transaction information from participating

activities, Enhanced Data improved the ability of Managers

suppliers.

to streamline a broad range of collections, procurement,
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and travel processes – ultimately leading to substantial cost
But how beneficial is Enhanced Data, and how do

savings for their respective organisations.

cardholding companies fully monetise this information
to drive efficiency and improve effectiveness within their
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Level 2 data includes Level 1 data plus summary level tax information (sales/VAT)
and customer reference (accounting) codes, with additional purchase information
provided for certain industry sectors such as airlines, car rentals, and hotels.
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Level 3 data is the most comprehensive data available from Visa, and is comprised
of Level 1 and Level 2 data plus full line item detail.

organisations? Visa studied the Enhanced Data operational
habits of 40 Buyers and Suppliers to better understand the
value that the data can provide to an organisation.
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BUYERS DERIVE VERY HIGH UTILITY FROM ENHANCED DATA
How important is Enhanced Data exactly? Without exception, Buyers interviewed
indicated that Enhanced Data is being used to great effect in the work that they
do, whether it is drilling down on cost centres or using the additional information
to negotiate with Suppliers for sourcing discounts. An overwhelming 90% of
Buyers said that it was either “important” or “very important” for them to receive
Enhanced Data. Moreover, the perceived importance of Enhanced Data increased
with its availability, suggesting that Buyers are experiencing utility from the data
they receive.
The importance ascribed to Enhanced Data stems from its ability to facilitate
improvements in a wide variety of operational processes. The six primary benefits
cited by Buyers were the positive effect it has on spend reporting, payment
reconciliation, spend analysis, budgeting, purchasing compliance, and inventory
control.

Perceived importance of Enhanced Data (n = 30)
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Importance of Enhanced Data (1-5 scale; 5 = Very Important)

Prevalence of operational processes positively impacted by Enhanced Data
(n = 30 Buyers)
% of respondents recognising benefits in area

0%

100%
Spend Reporting

93%
90%

Payment Reconciliation
Spend Analysis

87%

Budgeting

83%
80%
67%

Purchasing Compliance
Inventory Control

Procurement Managers
only (n = 6)
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“Enhanced data is
important to us
because it gives us
more transparency,
visibility, and
accountability in
our spend patterns.”
Travel Programme Manager,
software company

PRIMARY BENEFITS OF ENHANCED DATA

“The benefit is that
you’re able to have
a full understanding
of what you’re
spending on, where,
why, when, by
whom, and so on.
If you have this
information, you can
look at and drive
cost efficiencies.
You need to be
able to measure
it to manage it.”
Travel Manager, professional
services company

1. Spend Reporting (Realised by 93% of Buyers)
Enhanced Data allows for the creation of detailed, customisable and timely
reporting outputs. Standard annual, quarterly, monthly, and weekly reports
can be generated almost instantaneously, while Buyers also expressed a
certain comfort in having the data on-hand, even when not included in reports.
Detailed, high-quality reporting is fundamental to enabling senior management
to be better informed about the true spend behaviour of their departments.
2. Payment Reconciliation (Realised by 90% of Buyers)
Enhanced Data facilitates near-automation of the payment reconciliation
process by streamlining the act of information gathering, leading to significant
time and monetary savings. Automation as a result of Enhanced Data also
leads to more accurate matching of requisitions and payment, thereby
removing costs related to human error. Resource savings from time-consuming
manual reconciliation can now be redirected to more value-added functions as
a result.
3. Spend Analysis (Realised by 87% of Buyers)
Enhanced Data improves oversight and expense management by providing
Managers with the information they need to drive sustainable cost savings
over the long run. Through more rigorous analysis, patterns and trends in
spending are more readily discerned to yield key insights that can be used
for optimal decision-making. Opportunities for Supplier consolidation and
the elimination of redundant costs increase, as does the ability to reshape
internal policies towards this end. Enhanced Data also supports discussions
with internal stakeholders and improves bargaining power when negotiating
contracts with Suppliers.
4. Budgeting (Realised by 83% of Buyers)
Enhanced Data enables the setting of more fine-tuned budgets based on
better information on historical precedence. A detailed breakdown of past
expenses enables Managers to more accurately prepare forecasts for future
spend, which assists in the planning of budgets and improves the ability to
effectively allocate resources. Additional information on payment transactions,
furthermore, allows Managers to more easily identify areas for cost reduction.

VA L U E O F E N H A N C E D D ATA F O R C O R P O R AT E C U S T O M E R S
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5. Purchasing Compliance (Realised by 80% of Buyers):
Enhanced Data helps the enforcement of compliance with relevant policies by
improving the transparency of payment transactions. The ability to generate
reports at the drop of a hat allows Managers to conduct ad-hoc audits to
ensure that employees are spending within policy and taking advantage
of preferred vendor arrangements. This leads to overall improvements in
corporate governance by discouraging unauthorised or out-of-policy spend
across the organisation.
6. Inventory Control (Realised by 67% of Procurement-Specific Buyers):
Used in conjunction with third-party inventory management software,
Enhanced Data enables enhanced tracking of inventories to ensure that
situations of over- or under-supply do not occur, and to facilitate more accurate
just-in-time ordering.
For each of the benefits cited, Enhanced Data has resulted in quantifiable savings
due to improvements in the efficiency and effectiveness of both pre- and postpurchasing processes.

“Level-3 data is
a dream for any
procurement
professional. It helps
you in planning
your inventory,
managing products
and, at times, is
equally important
for contract
management and
budgeting purposes.”
Procurement Manager,
industrials company

ENHANCED DATA LEADS TO RESOURCE EFFICIENCIES
By streamlining the time-consuming act of data gathering and integrating
Enhanced Data into expense reimbursement and cost allocation systems,
companies interviewed were able to realise average annual savings of nearly
US$250,000 as a result of resource efficiencies. The incidence of man-hour
savings is most pronounced in payment reconciliation, where the manual
processing of paper invoices can often amount to one or more full-time jobs.

Resource efficiency benefits of
Enhanced Data

Incidence of resource savings

Spend Analysis

67%

US$58,900

Purchasing Compliance

63%

US$47,000

Payment Reconciliation

80%

US$41,300

Spend Reporting

67%

US$58,200

Budgeting

67%

US$38,400

Total
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Average resource savings for companies
realising resource benefits

US$243,800

ENHANCED DATA ALSO LEADS TO GAINS IN PROCESS
EFFECTIVENESS
Beyond resource efficiencies, Enhanced Data also contributes to improvements in
the effectiveness of key operational processes. Gaining a comprehensive view of
all T&E, Procurement, and Virtual Card spend means that more detailed analysis
can be undertaken to determine if opportunities for cost reduction exist. Monetary
savings as a result of this increased visibility can often amount to millions of
dollars depending on the volume of transactions. The most commonly cited
examples of process effectiveness benefits include greater realisation of sourcing
efficiencies and discounts and greater ease in eliminating non-compliant spend.

Average Increase in Process Effectiveness
(1-5 scale; 1 = no change in effectiveness, 5 = great increase in effectiveness)
Spend Reporting

4.5

Spend Analysis

4.1

Purchasing Compliance

3.7

Payment Reconciliation

3.7

Budgeting

3.6
1
No change in
effectiveness

2

3
Moderate increase
in effectiveness

4

5
Great increase
in effectiveness

“On average we’ve saved an extra 2-3%
[on Supplier prices] via Enhanced Data,
because our negotiations are now much
more effective. Enhanced Data helps
us by better allowing us to analyse our
spend for sourcing events – including
trends, demand patterns, and total cost.”
Procurement Manager, energy company
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METHODS OF OBTAINING ENHANCED DATA
Buyers seeking Enhanced Data can take the following actions:
Visa Issuer
Reach out to your Visa card Issuer for Supplier enablement services. Many of
Visa’s [400+] Asia/Central Europe/Middle East/Africa Issuers have specially
trained vendor-facing teams to aid in recruiting and enrolling Suppliers, as well
as to assist them with the implementation steps needed to begin provision of
Enhanced Data.
Suppliers directly
Customer demand is the primary driver of Enhanced Data provisioning –
communicating this demand directly to your Suppliers themselves can lead
to a higher throughput of data. Buyers interviewed mentioned the inclusion of
Enhanced Data provisioning as a requirement within sourcing contracts at the time
of renewal as an effective way of ensuring their data needs are met. Another tactic
cited as effective by Buyers is the offer to reduce payment terms in exchange for
Enhanced Data when negotiating with Suppliers.
For more information on how Visa Enhanced Data Capture can help turn your
payment processes into a competitive advantage, please contact your local
Visa financial institution or visit: https://enhanceddata.capture.visa.com

CONCLUSION
The research conducted in this study reveals that gaining access to Enhanced
Data on B2B transactions has had a tangible impact on Buyer organisations.
Streamlining of the data gathering process yields significant resource
savings, while improved oversight of spend patterns facilitates gains through
sourcing efficiencies and discounts and elimination of non-compliant spend.
These improvements combine to produce considerable cost savings and
give companies the business intelligence they need to make better-informed
decisions throughout their pre- and post-purchasing processes.
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“From the Enhanced Data
that we received,
we identified that people
were booking the fully
refundable fare instead
of the flexi-savings…
once we removed this
option, we saved nearly

A$2 million
annually on our
travel expenses.”

Travel Manager, professional services company
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VALU E OF E NHAN C ED
DATA FOR SUPP L I ERS
RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
Suppliers have the opportunity to increase revenues
and decrease costs by providing Enhanced Data to
B2B customers

Enhanced Data contributes to revenue increases
through its positive impact on Buyer satisfaction
– which can lead to increased likelihood of initial
vendor selection, longer customer relationships,
and increased likelihood of winning vendor
consolidation bids
Enhanced Data provisioning decreases Supplier
costs by contributing to fewer Buyer-initiated
chargebacks, providing the Supplier with a
negotiating tool to shorten payment terms, and
facilitating more timely Buyer payments
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Buyers are increasingly asking for more information on
their payment card transactions and many Suppliers are
reaping the second-order benefits of providing this data. In

Creating and maintaining long lasting customer relationships

a recent study, 80% of the Suppliers interviewed indicated

is no easy feat. Fortunately, Visa facilitates a valuable

that Enhanced Data provisioning had indeed had a positive

data exchange process via its Enhanced Data service that

impact on their organisations. By providing Enhanced Data,

can aid Suppliers’ in their customer retention efforts –

Supplier organisations have witnessed both revenues

as well as improve their bottom lines. But what is Enhanced

increase and costs decrease. This white paper thus seeks to

Data, and why is it valued? When a Buyer uses a Visa T&E,

answer the question: How does providing Enhanced Data to

Procurement, or Virtual Card for business-to-business (B2B)

my B2B customers benefit my organisation?

transactions, Suppliers have the choice of passing on data
that can be divided into three discrete categories based on

The insights for this white paper were gathered from 40

level of depth.

direct, in-depth interviews with key payment and collection
Managers in Australia and Singapore. Suppliers were asked

• Level 1 data is the standard financial information present

questions about how providing Enhanced Data had affected

in all card transactions, namely: merchant name, city,

their organisations while Buyers responded to queries about

date, and amount of transaction.

how Enhanced Data affected their operations processes, and
how its availability influenced their views of Suppliers.

• Level 2 and Level 3 data are collectively known as
1

2

Enhanced Data. Suppliers can provide customers that

1

Level 2 data includes Level 1 data plus summary level tax information (sales/VAT)
and customer reference (accounting) codes, with additional purchase information
provided for certain industry sectors such as airlines, car rentals, and hotels.

2

Level 3 data is the most comprehensive data available from Visa, and is comprised
of Level 1 and Level 2 data plus full line item detail.

use supported Visa commercial card programmes with
detailed, receipt-level transaction information with which
rigorous spend analysis can be conducted.

Has Enhanced Data positively
impacted your organisation
(n = 10 Suppliers)

Yes
No

80%

VA L U E O F E N H A N C E D D ATA F O R S U P P L I E R S
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BUYERS VALUE ENHANCED DATA DUE TO ITS CONSIDERABLE
OPERATIONAL BENEFITS
Enhanced Data is of considerable benefit to the companies that receive it. An
overwhelming 90% of Buyers interviewed said that Enhanced Data was either
“important” or “very important” for them to receive. The reasons given for this
were the improvements experienced in the efficiency and effectiveness of several
important operational processes.
Suppliers who are well attuned to their customers’ need for Enhanced Data have
the opportunity to significantly impact customer satisfaction – and subsequently
reap the second-order financial benefits that result from longer and more
profitable relationships.

Buyer operational processes that benefit from
receiving Enhanced Data
Spend Reporting
} Payment Reconciliation
} Spend Analysis
} Budgeting
} Purchasing Compliance
} Inventory Control
}
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“It’s useful to our
customers, of
course. And because
it’s useful, our
customers recognise
and appreciate
that we provide it …
We do pretty well
where customer
satisfaction is
concerned. I am sure
this is one of many
reasons for that”
Telecommunications Supplier

“Meeting customer
needs and providing
an integrated
procurement-topayment system
[are the reasons that
we provide Enhanced
Data]… I would say
that customers like
our system. We
have received good
feedback on it.”

ENHANCED DATA LEADS TO GREATER CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
For Suppliers that currently provide Enhanced Data, the primary reason for doing
so is the desire to increase customer satisfaction. Suppliers recognise that Buyers
derive considerable operational utility from Enhanced Data and are providing
Enhanced Data to meet Buyer needs.
Buyers echoed Supplier sentiment that Enhanced Data positively affects
satisfaction; 83% of Buyers declared that they would be “More” to “Much More”
satisfied if a Supplier that did not previously provide Enhanced Data started
to offer this data. Suppliers can benefit from this satisfaction increase through
increased purchase volumes and reduced customer churn. Buyers were also
only moderately satisfied with the level of Enhanced Data presently available,
indicating significant upside potential for Suppliers to differentiate themselves by
providing Enhanced Data.

Satisfaction if an existing supplier
started providing Enhanced Data
(n = 29 Buyers; 1-5 scale;
5 = Much more satsified)

Bio-tech Supplier

“We would be over
the moon if an
existing Supplier
that previously
did not offer us
Enhanced Data
began providing it.”

15
4.3 AVERAGE

9

AP Manager,
building materials company

4

1

0

5
4
3
2

1
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ENHANCED DATA RESULTS IN HIGHER LIKELIHOOD OF VENDOR
SELECTION
Enhanced Data aids the competitive position of Suppliers by increasing their
likelihood of initial selection. The provisioning of Enhanced Data was cited by both
Buyers and Suppliers as a major factor that makes a Supplier more attractive,
with some Buyers including Enhanced Data as a key requirement in RFPs. 72%
of Buyers interviewed for this study said they were either “Much More Likely” or
“More Likely” to select a Supplier that provides Enhanced Data over one that does
not. Meanwhile, 100% of Suppliers interviewed perceived themselves to be more
attractive as a result of providing Enhanced Data. By increasing their likelihood of
selection, Suppliers are thus able to tap into new avenues of growth by providing
Enhanced Data.

Likelihood of selecting an
Enhanced Data supplier over a
Level-1 data supplier
(n = 29 Buyers; 1-5 scale;
5 = Much more likely)

Do you feel that your company
is more attractive to customers
because you offer Enhanced Data?
(Percentage interviewed;
n = 9 Suppliers)

100%

12
72% of
respondents

9

5

2

1
5

0%

4
3
2
1

“Our sourcing decision makers highly value
this data and they’ve been known to
include it in the upfront selection criteria.
We’re certainly happy when they do
because it helps us with reconciliation.”
AP Manager, pulp and paper company
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Have you ever consolidated to a single
supplier in a spend category due to
their provision of Enhanced Data?
(n = 27 Buyers)

ENHANCED DATA INCREASES SHARE OF CUSTOMER WALLET
Aggregating purchasing volume with a smaller number of vendors allows
businesses to benefit from economies of scale in addition to improvements in
service and quality – and this research suggests that Enhanced Data may be one
factor that could tip the scales in favour of Suppliers. 59% of Buyers interviewed

41%

have consolidated within a spend category due to data quality. Meanwhile, some

Yes
No

59%

of the Buyers that have not previously consolidated Suppliers due to data quality
were open to the possibility of doing so. As such, Suppliers that provide Enhanced
Data may be able to acquire a larger share of customer wallet.

“Yes, we have. We
used to have multiple
Suppliers for freight
but we consolidated
to one vendor who
gives us better data.”
AP Manager, appliances company

ENHANCED DATA CAN SPEED THE COLLECTIONS CYCLE
In addition to revenue benefits, Enhanced Data can also save costs by improving
efficiencies within the collections cycle.
One manner in which Suppliers may derive cost-saving benefits as a result of
Enhanced Data provisioning is through the reduction of costly chargebacks
initiated by Buyers. Suppliers have the potential to reduce the incidence of
chargebacks that occur by providing the supplemental information necessary
for Buyers to properly identify and analyse a charge. For situations in which the
name of a third-party processing company appears on a statement, for example,
or the name of the company differs significantly from that from which the product
was purchased, Enhanced Data may facilitate the proper identification of these
charges by including fields such as product descriptions and itemised detail,
allowing for easier identification and thus reducing the number of chargebacks
initiated.

Does Enhanced Data lead to
fewer chargebacks?
(n = 30 Buyers)

43%
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38%

Yes
No

Would you be willing to accept
shorter terms in exchange for
Enhanced Data?
(n = 13 AP/Procurement Managers)

57%

Yes
No

62%
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Suppliers furthermore have the potential to reduce the collections cycle through
the provisioning of Enhanced Data by gaining a negotiating advantage to drive
shorter payment terms. 62% of the Accounts Payable and Procurement Managers
interviewed indicated that they were willing to accept shortened payment terms
in exchange for Enhanced Data.
The collections cycle is further shortened by reducing the prevalence of late
payments. Through the streamlining of the payment reconciliation process made
possible by Enhanced Data, Buyers indicated that Enhanced Data better enabled
them to pay on time.
These reductions in chargebacks, payment terms, and delinquent payments can
collectively contribute to a simplified collections cycle and a reduction in overall
days sales outstanding (DSO).

METHODS TO INCREASE ENHANCED DATA PROVISIONING

“There are plenty of
transactions without
enough data for us
to properly match
the source of the
transaction to its
[internal] purpose.
In these cases, we
almost always
dispute the charges.”
AP Manager, real estate company

Suppliers looking to start or increase the provisioning of Enhanced Data to their
customers should reach out to their Visa Acquirer for Supplier enablement
services. These services include specially trained vendor-facing teams who can
assist in the implementation of a certified Enhanced Data provisioning system.
Once the appropriate processing system is in place, the provision of Enhanced
Data can become nearly automatic, requiring minimal incremental efforts.
As part of the on-boarding process, Visa will work with you to communicate
these changes to your staff internally. Training will be provided to the users of
the system, with future training taking the form of ‘train-the-trainer’ sessions.
Comprehensive training manuals and user manuals will be provided to your
company, in addition to helpdesk support services. For more information,
please contact your local Visa financial institution or visit: https://enhanceddata.
capture.visa.com

CONCLUSION
Providing Enhanced Data can yield important competitive advantages to
Suppliers. Revenue benefits include greater probability of initial section,
reduced customer churn, and greater likelihood of winning vendor consolidation
bids. Enhanced Data has also been shown to increase efficiencies in the
collections process, resulting in fewer chargebacks, shorter payment terms, and
fewer delinquent payments. With few incremental costs involved in providing
this service, Suppliers have the opportunity to drive important revenue and
cost gains relative to competition. But do not wait. As Enhanced Data becomes
more prevalent commercially, a delay in implementation will correspondingly
decrease the differentiation opportunity that is currently available.
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“There’s nothing
hindering providing
Enhanced Data. Our
system is automated
so it’s really easy.”
Travel industry supplier

Notice of disclaimer: Case studies, statistics, research and recommendations are provided “AS IS” and intended for
informational purposes only and should not be relied upon for operational, marketing, legal, technical, tax, financial
or other advice. When implementing any new strategy or practice, you should consult with your legal counsel to
determine what laws and regulations may apply to your specific circumstances. The actual costs, savings and
benefits of any recommendations or programs may vary based upon your specific business needs and program
requirements. By their nature, recommendations are not guarantees of future performance or results and are subject
to risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict or quantify. Assumptions were made by us in light
of our experience and our perceptions of historical trends, current conditions and expected future developments
and other factors that we believe are appropriate under the circumstance. Recommendations are subject to risks
and uncertainties, which may cause actual and future results and trends to differ materially from the assumptions
or recommendations. Visa is not responsible for your use of the information contained herein (including errors,
omissions, inaccuracy or non-timeliness of any kind) or any assumptions or conclusions you might draw from its use.
Visa makes no warranty, express or implied, and explicitly disclaims the warranties of merchantability and fitness for
a particular purpose, any warranty of non-infringement of any third party’s intellectual property rights, any warranty
that the information will meet the requirements of a client, or any warranty that the information is updated and will
be error free. To the extent permitted by applicable law, Visa shall not be liable to a client or any third party for any
damages under any theory of law, including, without limitation, any special, consequential, incidental or punitive
damages, nor any damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business information, or other
monetary loss, even if advised of the possibility of such damages.
This publication could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. Changes are periodically added
to the information herein. These changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication. Visa may make
improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the programs(s) described in this publication any time.
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